ALL-STATE JAZZ ENSEMBLE
REHEARSAL + PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

Rehearsal Location
The Classic Center | Foundry Building
Cypress Rooms
300 N Thomas St
Athens, GA 30601

THURSDAY (JANUARY 23)
Registration 12:30PM – 1:30PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)
Rehearsal 1:30PM – 4:00PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)
Rehearsal 6:00PM – 8:30PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)

FRIDAY (JANUARY 24)
Rehearsal 9:00AM – 12:00PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)
Rehearsal 2:00PM – 4:30PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)
Rehearsal 7:30PM – 8:30PM (The Classic Center – Cypress Rooms)

SATURDAY (JANUARY 25)
Sound Check 10:15AM – 11:00PM (The Classic Center Theatre)
Concert 11:15AM (The Classic Center Theatre)